POL314 Handbook

Introduction
This document describes how to use a statistical analysis package to conduct basic analysis on a database.
Please skip material you already know.
Three main statistical packages are used in quantitative social science research. These are R, SPSS,
and STATA. Since SPSS used to be very similar to STATA, but has recently been dramatically changed,
this tutorial will only cover R and STATA.
The first section discusses the pros and cons of each program. The second section gives some basic reminders and definitions. The third section explains how to install R and use it for analysis, while the fourth
section discusses analysis in STATA.
Questions about this document can be sent to samuel.baltz@utoronto.ca, but it’s always a good idea to
first consult Google, Stack Overflow, and Wikipedia.
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Which package should I use?
This question is less important than it seems. R, SPSS, and STATA will all do what you want them to

do.
SPSS and STATA are decades-long mainstays of quantitative analysis in political science. Any discussion
of the merits of SPSS versus STATA is typically years or decades out of date, especially since SPSS has
recently been dramatically overhauled. The relevant comparison is between STATA and R. Conventional
wisdom is that STATA is made to be accessible, and is easier for basic analysis than R. If you will use
unusually intricate statistical techniques in your project, you may have trouble executing them in R.
R has some advantages over STATA. Most importantly, it is open source and free. You can download R
and do analysis at home, while you can only legally use STATA on campus computers. R also has a very
nice user interface (a program which sits on top of R to make it better-looking and easier to use). Since R
is community-developed, it also has many free packages, which provide useful functions, like very detailed
correlations or the ability to load STATA files into R. Finally, it has an active community that provides
strong online support, so it is very easy to Google questions and find good answers for them.
Hopefully this section has given you a clear idea of which software package you might prefer to use.
Whether you choose STATA or R, this document will show you how to use it for basic analysis.
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Some quick reminders
Each section will demonstrate the same analysis using one software package. There are three admin-

istrative tasks that come before statistical analysis. First I will show you how to download the software
package (if that’s possible), how to download the dataset, and how to choose the right directory. Then you
will need to open your dataset, and you may wish to view your data. Once your dataset is set up, there are
certain basic data maintenance techniques that you will need to understand. I will illustrate ten of these: in
approximate order of complexity, these are renaming variables, recoding variables, generating variables, displaying frequencies, crosstabulation, summarizing variables, if commands, identifying
missing data, basic images, and very simple linear regressions.
I will define each of these terms in this section. Please don’t assume that these tools are necessary or
sufficient for your project. This is just a general review. Finally, I strongly encourage you to skip definitions
that you already know; otherwise, you risk getting bogged down right at the start.

Renaming a variable: Your dataset is organized into rows, each of which represents an individual person, and columns, each of which represents a certain variable. For example, if I am
a respondent to your survey, I will have a row which records each of my answers to each of the
questions, in order. Column 1 would be my answer to question 1, column 2 is my answer to
question 2, etc. Each of these questions has a variable name associated with it, which records everyone’s answer to that particular question. For example, the question “How old are you?” might
reasonably be called age. However, datasets usually come with very confusing variable names. If
you open a dataset and the age variable is called something like “AG0THRU99INCCANSURV”,
you will want to rename the variable to something like “Age”. For each program, I will show
you how to do that.

Recoding a variable: Responses are typically recorded in a database as natural numbers (numbers like 1, 2, 3, 999, etc). For example, an age variable might simply record the age of each
respondent. A 20 year old will have the Age value “20”, a 41 year old will have the Age value
“41”, and so forth. However, for certain analyses you might not care at all about the difference
between a 41-year old and a 42-year old. Let’s say instead you want 1 to mean “18-24”, 2 to
mean “25-30”, and so forth. In this case, you may want to alter the values associated with the
data in the database: this is what it means to recode the variable.
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Generating a variable: You will frequently want to mess around with data in ways that would
be very difficult to reverse. In this case, it is always best to generate a new variable that
duplicates the variable you are interested in. That way, if something goes horribly wrong, you
have only messed up a clone and still have the original version to fall back on.

Displaying a variable’s frequency: To display the frequency of a variable is to view how
many times each possible response was given. For example, the frequency of an age variable
would be how many people said they were 18, how many said they were 19, how many said they
were 20, and so on. Frequency is typically displayed in a histogram, which plots each possible
response against the number of times that response was given. This shows you a visual frequency
distribution.

Crosstabulation: Crosstabulation is a means of checking the frequency of two variables simultaneously. Let’s say that you want to understand the relationship between age and social
liberalism. Suppose that we have a question which we think measures social liberalism very well,
where 1 is a very socially liberal answer, 2 is a fairly socially liberal answer, 3 is in the middle, 4 is
fairly a socially conservative answer, and 5 is a very socially conservative answer. If we crosstabulated age with this variable, we would get a table showing how many times each respondent
within the same age category answered the social liberalism question in a certain way. In other
words, we would see how many 18 year olds are very socially liberal, how many 18 year olds are
fairly socially liberal, how many 18 year olds are in the middle, how many 18 year olds are fairly
socially conservative, how many 18 year olds are very socially conservative, how many 19 year
olds are very socially liberal, and so on. This gives you a very preliminary sense for how social
liberalism tracks with age.

Summarizing a variable: The function to summarize a variable gives basic descriptive information about that variable, like the type of variable (such as interval, ordinal, or text), the
number of responses, and maybe the standard deviation and the mean.
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If statements: Logical operators such as if statements are simply unavoidable in any sort of
programmming (or, for that matter, in rational thought). Very often, you will want whatever
you are doing to only apply to some of the data. In the crosstabulation example, say that you
don’t want to see every single age category; with an if command you can easily filter the results
to just show people who are in a certain age range, or who answered a certain way on a different
question.

Missing data: Missing data is a huge component of social science analysis. Often people cannot answer certain questions on a survey, and this is recorded as missing information. Identifying
missing data and deciding how to treat it is a crucial part of any quantitative research project.

Basic images: Although the functionality is usually very limited, I will show you how to make
some very basic images in each program.

Linear regressions: Linear regressions are a fundamental method in statistics, but there is
not sufficient space to define “linear regression” here. Very simply, a linear regression estimates
a line of best fit for a given distribution of data. If you are truly unfamiliar with the concept of
a linear regression, search online or ask for assistance. In this document I will show you how to
conduct a linear regression in each program.
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R
This section will explain how to download R, load your database into it, and perform the statistical

commands mentioned in the previous section.

3.1

Downloading R

Figure 1: Finding R online.
R is offered by the CRAN project, and you should simply download the latest distribution from that
website. If you’re using Windows, click on the Windows result from the CRAN project. For Mac, click on
the Mac result for the CRAN project.

Figure 2: The Windows download page for R.

For windows, simply click on the Download R button on the top of the page and install it the way you
normally install a Windows program.
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Figure 3: The Mac download page for R.
Similarly, to install R on a Mac, simply select the most recent distribution that is appropriate for your
Operating System and install it the same way that you normally install programs to your computer.
After R is installed, I highly recommend also installing RStudio. RStudio is a graphical user interface
which sits on top of R and serves as a very nice-looking and intuitive intermediary between you and R. I
will conduct the rest of this R tutorial using RStudio. To download RStudio, go to
http://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/ and get the installer that is correct for your computer
from the list in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The download page for RStudio.

Note that I will also be using a specific color scheme in RStudio, where the background is black and the
fonts are different colors. Don’t worry if my screenshots look a little different from your version of RStudio.
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3.2

Opening the dataset

Once you have RStudio, you are ready to open your database. Let’s say that you have decided to use the
2011 Canadian Election Study. On Portal, go to Course Materials, then Datasets, then Canadian Election
Study, and you’ll see the view in Figure 5:

Figure 5: The Datasets download page on Portal.
Download the .dta. Make sure to keep track of which folder you downloaded it to on your computer. For
the purposes of this tutorial, I’m going to pretend I put it in the folder ‘‘C:\example", so whenever you
see that file destination, replace it with whatever folder you actually downloaded the dataset to. Now, open
RStudio.
In order to open a STATA file using R, we’re going to have to download a new library so that R can
figure out how to read another program’s file type. Use the following commands:

> library(foreign)
> ces <- read.dta(‘‘c:/example/CES2011 F1.dta’’)

“ces” is just the name we’re giving our dataset, so you can replace it with whatever string you wish to
name your dataset. I will use the name “ces” to refer to the dataset for the remainder of this section. Once
you issue these commands, the dataset will enter R’s memory and you can begin to manipulate it.
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3.3

Viewing your data

To look at your data as a grid, write the following:

> View(ces)

In RStudio, this will result in the view displayed in Figure 6. Now you can scroll through the columns
and rows if you want to get a visual sense of what the data looks like. This can be very useful for quickly
understanding what different variables mean and how all the objects in the data relate to one another. Note
that, depending on the size of the dataset, it will likely not display every single variable.

Figure 6: The CES2011 data shown as a table in RStudio using the command View(ces).
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3.4

Renaming variables

As with many things in R, there are countless ways to rename variables, and they all involve different
tradeoffs. For this tutorial, I have chosen the simplest command that is actually changing the name of
the variable. Let’s take the example of CPS11 18, which asks respondents how they feel about the federal
Conservative Party on a scale from 0 to 100. Quite sensibly, you may not want to use the confusing and
arbitrary name “CPS11 18”. To rename the variable to something that makes more sense, like “constherm”
(shot for “conservative thermometer”), you can input

> names(ces)[names(ces)=="CPS11 18"] <- "constherm"

The dataset has a “names” attribute which stores all of the variable names. The above command has
found every instance of “CPS11 18” in the names attribute and replaced it with “constherm”, so that your
database now has “constherm” everywhere that it used to have “CPS11 18”. This is effectively renaming
the variable.
Right now, this line of code probably looks very confusing and intimidating. But it’s actually composed
of little pieces that we’ll learn individually in this tutorial. So for now, it’s perfectly okay not to understand
this line of code at all, but when you finish §4.10, come back and see if you can understand it.

3.5

Recoding variables

Perhaps you don’t like that the constherm is on a scale from 0 to 100. That level of granularity can be
very unwieldy, and you might decide that a scale from 0 to 10 captures all of the same essential information.
Again, there are plenty of very clever ways to do this in R, but I have tried to offer the simplest and most
readable syntax I can think of. In order to change constherm as described, you might use the following code:

> ces$constherm[0<=ces$constherm&ces$constherm<10] <- 0
> ces$constherm[10<=ces$constherm&ces$constherm<20] <- 1
> ces$constherm[20<=ces$constherm&ces$constherm<30] <- 2
> ces$constherm[30<=ces$constherm&ces$constherm<40] <- 3
> ces$constherm[40<=ces$constherm&ces$constherm<50] <- 4
> ces$constherm[50<=ces$constherm&ces$constherm<60] <- 5
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> ces$constherm[60<=ces$constherm&ces$constherm<70] <- 6
> ces$constherm[70<=ces$constherm&ces$constherm<80] <- 7
> ces$constherm[80<=ces$constherm&ces$constherm<90] <- 8
> ces$constherm[90<=ces$constherm&ces$constherm<=100] <- 9

This syntax takes every thermometer score between 0 and 10 and assigns it to 0, then it takes every
thermometer score between 10 and 20 and assigns it to 1, and so on. In this way, it collapses ranges of 10
into 1 number, which is exactly what we aimed to do. As a bonus exercise, you can try to find the two very
awkward things about this code before reading the footnote1 .

3.6

Generating variables

Generating a new variable in R is mercifully easy. Let’s say that I wanted a new variable that is exactly
the same as constherm, so that I can fiddle with the conservative thermometer scores without messing up
the original dataset. This is always a good idea. I can easily create such a variable by saying:

> consthermduplicate <- ces$constherm

Now consthermduplicate is exactly the same as constherm.

3.7

Displaying frequencies

Displaying a frequency is similarly trivial in R. Simply use the table function, as:

> table(ces$constherm)

This should result in the table seen in Figure 7.

1 The first awkwardness is that the 9 category has more different responses assigned to it than every other category, since
it has 90 to 100 inclusive while every other bin excludes the upper bound. The second awkwardness is that this syntax has
absolutely nothing to say about missing data, which is a problem. As a bonus awkwardness, these 9 lines of code should really
be 1 line of code, but that would make for a very confusing example.
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Figure 7: A table showing the frequency distribution of the recoded conservative thermometer.
The table in Figure 7 means that 599 respondents are in the 0 bin (meaning they ranked the federal
Conservative Party something between 0 and 9), 227 respondents are in the 1 bin, and so forth. This is a
frequency distribution.

3.8

Crosstabulation

Displaying 2-way frequencies is barely more complicated than displaying the frequency distribution of
a single variable in R. Let’s say that I am interested in the relationship between support for the federal
Conservative Party and support for the Liberal Party (I might boldly hypothesize that the more you like the
Conservatives, the less likely you are to like the Liberals), and I would like to see the frequency distribution
of the two variables together. Let’s also say that I have set up a Liberal Party variable that is exactly
equivalent to what we’ve done to constherm so far, called libstherm: it is a ranking from 0 to 10 of the
Liberal Party2 . Then I might write:

> table(ces$constherm, ces$libstherm)

This command should result in the table shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: A table showing the frequency distribution of the recoded conservative thermometer.
2 if

you feel like testing your knowledge so far, see if you can set it up and follow along.
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This table is saying that 205 people are in the 0 bin for both parties, 14 people are in the 1 bin for the
Conservatives and the 0 bin for the Liberals, 23 people are in the 0 bin for the Conservatives and the 1 bin
for the Liberals, and so on. In other words, this table shows the two way frequency distribution between
constherm and libstherm.

3.9

Summarizing variables

We can get various summary statistics about the Conservative party thermometer by typing

> summary(ces$constherm[ces$constherm<=9])

The bit in square brackets is meant to exclude non-answers (mostly those who don’t know or refuse to
answer), because otherwise the summary statistics would be tremendously wrong.

3.10

If commands

You have already seen a lot of if commands throughout this tutorial. This is the use of square brackets to
choose portions of the data. For an example, see the previous subsection; a human might read that command
as “summarize constherm if constherm is less than or equal to 9”. This was useful because non-answers, and
only non-answers, have a value greater than 9 in constherm.

3.11

Identifying missing data

This is a particularly easy task in R. To find all the missing data in constherm, we can simply execute

> is.na(constherm)

This is not a very useful way of looking for missing data, since it will print an array equal to the length of
constherm with a “FALSE” everywhere that constherm has a value and a “TRUE” everywhere that constherm does not have a value, but by combining this basic syntax with if commands you can achieve very
powerful results.
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3.12

Basic images

Say that we don’t like text tables very much because they can be very hard to read, so we want to
actually see a frequency distribution of constherm. We can simply execute

> hist(ces$constherm[ces$constherm<=9])

RStudio has a built in image environment where this histogram will suddenly appear, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: A histogram showing the frequency distribution of the recoded conservative thermometer.
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This graph is not very good, but it at least gives us a visual sense for the variance of constherm. With a
little searching, you can try to experiment with changing the size, adding colors, and adding labels.

3.13

Simple linear regression

It is well outside the bounds of this tutorial to truly explain what a linear regression is, but I can show
you as an example how to do a linear regression on three hypothetical variables, assuming that you already
know what a linear regression is and why you might want to conduct one. So, consider three variables x, y,
and z. We can examine how z responds to independent variables x and y using the syntax

> lm(z ∼ x + y)
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4
4.1

STATA
Finding STATA

You can’t download STATA, but it is available to you on campus. The political science computer lab on the
third floor of Sidney Smith has several copies of STATA, and you can look for it on the computers there.

4.2

Opening the dataset

Opening the dataset is much easier in STATA than in R. Just download the .dta

Figure 10
and double click on it. Alternatively, you can open STATA, go to the correct directory (say, “C:\example”)
by typing

cd "c:\example"
use CES2011 F1.dta

4.3

Viewing your data

To view the data, click on Data in the toolbar, then mouseover Data Editor, then click Data Editor (Browse)
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Figure 11

4.4

Renaming variables

As in §3.4, suppose that we want to rename the variable “CPS11 18”, which asks respondents how they feel
about the federal Conservative Party on a scale from 0 to 100, to something which actually describes what
the variable contains. To rename it to “constherm” (short for “conservative thermometer”), input:

> rename CPS11 18 constherm

4.5

Recoding variables

Just as in §4.5, you may want to turn constherm from a 0 to 100 scale into a scale from 0 to 10.

replace constherm = 0 if constherm >= 0 & constherm < 10
replace constherm = 1 if constherm >= 10 & constherm < 20
replace constherm = 2 if constherm >= 20 & constherm < 30
replace constherm = 3 if constherm >= 30 & constherm < 40
replace constherm = 4 if constherm >= 40 & constherm < 50
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replace constherm = 5 if constherm >= 50 & constherm < 60
replace constherm = 6 if constherm >= 60 & constherm < 70
replace constherm = 7 if constherm >= 70 & constherm < 80
replace constherm = 8 if constherm >= 80 & constherm < 90
replace constherm = 9 if constherm >= 90 & constherm <= 100

This syntax takes every thermometer score between 0 and 10 and assigns it to 0, then it takes every thermometer score between 10 and 20 and assigns it to 1, and so on. In this way, it collapses each range of 10
into just 1 number, which is exactly what we aimed to do. As a bonus exercise, you can try to find two
awkward things about this code. The answer is in the footnote in §3.5.

4.6

Generating variables

Let’s say that I want a new variable that is exactly the same as constherm, so that I can fiddle with the
conservative thermometer scores without messing up the original dataset. This is always a good idea. I can
easily make this duplicate variable by typing:

> gen consthermduplicate = constherm

Then “consthermduplicate” contains exactly the same information as constherm.

4.7

Displaying frequencies

To see the frequency of our constherm variable, just type:

tab constherm

This should result in the table seen in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: A table showing the frequency distribution of the recoded conservative thermometer.
The table in Figure 6 means that 599 respondents are in the 0 bin (meaning they ranked the federal
Conservative Party something between 0 and 9), 227 respondents are in the 1 bin, and so forth. This is a
frequency distribution.

4.8

Crosstabulation

Displaying 2-way frequencies is barely more complicated than displaying the frequency distribution of a
single variable in STATA. Let’s say that I am interested in the relationship between support for the federal
Conservative Party and support for the Liberal Party (I might boldly hypothesize that the more you like the
Conservatives, the less likely you are to like the Liberals), and I would like to see the frequency distribution
of the two variables together. Let’s also say that I have set up a Liberal Party variable that is exactly
equivalent to what we’ve done to constherm so far, called libstherm: it is a ranking from 0 to 10 of the
Liberal Party3 . Then I might write the following:

> table(ces$constherm, ces$libstherm)

This command should yield the table shown in Figure 13.

3 if

you feel like testing your knowledge so far, see if you can set it up and follow along.
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Figure 13: A table showing the frequency distribution of the recoded conservative thermometer.
This table is saying that 205 people are in the 0 bin for both parties, 14 people are in the 1 bin for the
Conservatives and the 0 bin for the Liberals, 23 people are in the 0 bin for the Conservatives and the 1 bin
for the Liberals, and so on. In other words, this table shows the two way frequency distribution between
constherm and libstherm.

4.9

Summarizing variables

We can get various summary statistics about the Conservative party thermometer by typing

summarize constherm

However, be careful! We have included the non-response values, 996, 998, and 999, which mean either
“Refused” or “Don’t know”. So if we include these, both the mean and standard deviation will be much
higher than they actually are. We will need to recode those values, or generate a new variable without those
values. We’ll cover how to do that in the next section.

4.10

If commands

To recode those values so that they won’t throw off our summary statistics, we might want to recode them
to missing values. To do this, we need a command that says: if the variable is bigger than 9 (which covers
996, 998, and 999), then replace it with a missing value.

replace constherm = .

if constherm > 9
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4.11

Identifying missing data

Missing data is identified by a ‘.’ in STATA. So, for example, we could see the rating given to the Liberal
Party by those who did not rate the Conservative Party by typing:

tab libstherm if constherm == .

4.12

Basic images

STATA does very basic images, which can help to understand the distribution of a variable. Unfortunately,
STATA may not be able to produce a presentable image to show to other people. We could see a distribution
of Conservative Party ratings by typing:

hist constherm

And that histogram looks like this:

Figure 14: A histogram of the recoded conservative thermometer.
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4.13

Simple linear regression

It is well outside the bounds of this tutorial to truly explain what a linear regression is, but I can show
you as an example how to do a linear regression on three hypothetical variables, assuming that you already
know what a linear regression is and why you might want to conduct one. So, consider three variables x, y,
and z. We can examine how z responds to independent variables x and y using the syntax

> regress z x y
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